Sussex panels, inside mount with existing molding, 3 ½" louvers, divider rail, quarter sunburst panel with continuous frame in oak mantel.
Among the distinctive construction features that are signature elements of Sussex® Shutters are hand-selected quarter-sawn basswood, reinforced engineered stiles, Prescription Wood Conditioning,™ mortise-and-tenon joinery, and a multi-step hand-finishing system.

Customized Beauty
- Made from custom hand-selected Basswood
- Choose from 18 paints and 32 stain finishes
- Multi-step hand-finishing system creates a flawless finish

Structural Advantages
- Quarter-sawn louver combines beauty with strength
- Tight grain pattern showcases more depth and character than flat-sawn wood
- Resists louver cupping, bowing and warping

Technology & Tradition Combined
- No pre-fabrication or short-cuts
- Prescription Wood Conditioning – reduces post-installation shrinking and swelling
- Engineered reinforced stiles fortify panel stability

Invest Wisely in fine window furniture for your home

Woodlore® Shutters

VALUE IN EVERY DETAIL by Norman Shutter®

Love the traditional character of wood but not its vulnerability and price tag? Woodlore® is designed to offer the highest performance at a value price, providing an enduring, distinctive accent to any home.

The character of wood
with advanced Durability

Exceptional Appearance
- Appeal of wood without the expense
- Frames can add decorative molding to unadorned windows

Durability
- UV inhibitors resist fading and yellowing
- Patented polypropylene coating resists denting and staining

Dimensional Stability
- Withstands temperatures up to 140° F compared to 120° F for many vinyl products
- Resists shrinking and swelling, ensuring tight shutter closure

Innovative Construction
- Authentic custom handcrafting without pre-fabrication and short-cuts
- Stiles built to block light